Our Purpose

Many Richmond residents do not have the opportunity to participate in city planning, nor understand the complex forces shaping the designs. **Storefront for Community Design is a non-profit design center in Richmond, Virginia, founded to bridge the gap and make design programs and resources accessible to all for the love of our city.**

Our Mission

To inspire equitable community-driven design in the built environment through innovative programs and resources that engage the next generation of designers.
Programs

Storefront for Community Design connects community members to design resources through our Low-cost Design and Planning Assistance programs and Design Education programs.

Since 2011, Storefront has convened over 350 low-cost design and planning assistance projects and over 15 design education initiatives to community members, youth and young adults, local businesses, non-profit organizations, and neighborhoods, with an estimated value of donated services well over $950,000.

Contact:

hello@storefrontrichmond.org
www.storefrontrichmond.org
@storefrontrva

205 E Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23219